
The haunting imagery of the atmospheric Farallon islands adds a touch of creepy
suspense to this engaging mystery.

Loss often paves the path of the future, and such is the case for nature photographer Miranda,
the main character in Abby Geni's eerie new mystery, The Lightkeepers. As a child, the early
passing of her mother left Miranda unmoored and seeking, ultimately leading to photography, a
profession that takes her to exotic locations around the world.

This time, Miranda has pushed to work miles off the California coast on the remote Farallon
Islands (see 'Beyond the Book'). "Over a year ago, I had first glimpsed an image of the
archipelago," recalls Miranda. "On a lazy afternoon, I had stumbled onto a snapshot — and that
was all it took...White spray breaking on the cliffs. Islets of bare stone, like the skeleton of
some massive sea creature, long extinct. I had gazed at that image, stunned and enthralled. It
might have been a photograph of loneliness. The Islands of the Dead — they had taken my
breath away."

Crossing wild and precarious waters, Miranda's arrival leads her to the rough-hewn cabin of six
biologists, the island's only residents. This peculiar group of housemates will serve as
Miranda's only company during her year-long post as she photographs the raw landscape and
wildlife.

As Miranda settles in and takes stock of her surroundings she finds that the landscape is not as
it appears. "The islands are deceptively fragile, made of rock that is not solid." The biologists
are also difficult to discern, adding to Miranda's uncertainties. Each scientist has a deep — if
not odd — commitment to the study of his or her own specialty species. What's more, the
interactions of the group are tightly anchored in the depths of their work and the scientists'
mantra — just observe, don't interfere — carries new meaning when violence erupts and a
mysterious death occurs.

The fog-shrouded islands provide the perfect backdrop for this creepy whodunit. Geni takes full
advantage of the incessant howling wind, pounding waves, and shifting spirits that hammer and
haunt the landscape. Legend holds that of the many who attempted to exploit and strip the
region of its natural resources, one group left something indisputable behind: a woman's body,
whose spirit now remains and roams the island. Combined, these plot devices provide an
underlying chill and suspicion that settles early in the story and never dissipates.

The stark magnificence of the islands and its wildlife adds to the excitement. Miranda's
photographic eye provides the perfect lens for framing fantastic images of birds, stunning
marine life, and the unending dominance of the sea. Her observations of the power and
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instinctual behavior of the animals add awe and overriding tension:

They come in the late autumn, passing the islands in droves. I have seen them sliding through
the sea like nightmares. Despite their size, the whales have an elusive quality. They camouflage
themselves as waves, as clouds, as islets, as reflections of light. Blue whales. Gray whales.
More than once I have found myself staring at what appears to be an empty ocean, only to
observe a column of mist rising against the sky — a gasping exhalation — and realize the sea is
full of bodies.

The long-ago loss of her mother permeates Miranda's thoughts and serves to move the story
forward. Miranda's inner dialogue allows events to cleverly unfold, shedding insights and clues
for the reader along the way. At times these musings leave the reader a bit disoriented,
questioning the reality of what has or hasn't really happened. Whether this is the author's intent
or not is up to the reader to decide, but it works as the story reaches its resolution.

The Lightkeepers is an easy recommendation for readers of all genres. The excitement of the
novel lies in its undercurrent of suspicion. Each character is just complicated enough, each
excursion just dangerous enough, and each passage just suspicious enough to keep the reader
on edge and guessing until the last page.

Reviewed by Megan Shaffer 

The Lightkeepers: Beyond the Book 

The Farallon Islands

The Lightkeepers is set on the Farallon Islands, which are officially part of the city of San
Francisco. Even though they are located just about thirty miles west of the Golden Gate Bridge,
the islands are quite remote. "There is nowhere more alone than the Farallon Islands," Geni
writes in The Lightkeepers, "The rest of the world might disappear — the human race wiped
out by a pandemic, a meteor strike, a zombie uprising — and we would be the last to know
anything about it."

Consisting of a group of rocky outcrops, the Farallon or Farallones (derived from the Spanish,
farallon, meaning pillar or "sea cliff") are a remote resting and breeding site for an incredibly
diverse species of wildlife. Seabirds, seals, sharks, bats and even salamanders reside in or
around the islands. Check out pictures of the animals on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
website.

 In 1909 President Theodore Roosevelt designated
the Farallon Islands a National Refuge in order to protect and preserve the remarkable variety
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of seabirds and marine mammals. The refuge is composed of four small islands: Southeast
Farallon (SEFI), North Farallons, Middle Farallon, and Noonday Rock. SEFI is the only one to
be inhabited by researchers from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, among other
organizations. The Navy ran a secret radar station from the Farallons in World War II.

As per the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Native Americans in the Bay area stayed away
and referred to the Farallons as the Islands of the Dead. Recorded history shows that the islands
were visited by the Spaniards in the sixteenth century and Sir Francis Drake, the English
explorer, landed here briefly, long enough to name them the Islands of Saint James. Russian fur
traders arrived in the early 1800s and exploited resources such as blubber from fur seals and
pelts from sea lions. Remnants of some of the structures that the Russians built, such as Fort
Ross, are still present on the island.

Due to their protected status, the remote islands serve as a point of ecological focus. Point Blue,
a non-profit organization, works in cooperation with U.S. Fish & Wildlife Refuge to collect
long-term data sets used to "inform management and conservation actions on the island."

Dangerously craggy and uninviting, the islands are closed to the public because of the protected
wildlife and the steep, rocky shoreline. North Farallons, Middle Farallon, and Noonday Rock
are virtually inaccessible even by boat. There are no docking facilities, as is made apparent in
The Lightkeepers, and island resources are very limited.

The California Academy of Sciences used to maintain a webcam on the island but it fell prey to
the elements. "After more than six years of 40-knot winds, unchecked Pacific storms, and
pea-soup fog, our Farallones webcam has finally succumbed to the elements," their website
reports, although efforts are underway to install a new high-definition camera to give a virtual
tour of the islands.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which took over management of the island in 1969, and the
Point Blue Conservation Science, have made significant strides in conservation and ecology
management. Their efforts were aided in 1981 when the waters around the island were officially
protected with the creation of the Gulf of the Farallones Marine Sanctuary.

Picture of South Farallon Islands (Southeast Farallon Island with Maintop Island in the
foreground) by Jan Roletto

By Megan Shaffer 
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